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championshp teammates
1. DEMONSTRATE A TEAM 1ST, NOT ME 1ST ATTITUDE

Being selfless is critical to being a committed member of a team. A championship teammate puts the team’s ultimate success ahead of
personal stats, position, and playing time. Even the decisions made off the playing surface reflect a team first attitude.

2. OWN THEIR ROLE
Championship teammates understand that every role on a team is important. Owning your role means knowing it, accepting it, and

executing it to the best of your ability. Great teammates take pride in whatever their role is on the team. 

3. LEAD BY EXAMPLE ON AND OFF THE PLAYING SURFACE
Adhering to the team’s standards of behavior is just one way championship teammates demonstrate their commitment. They work hard

on the competition surface and in the classroom. They have integrity and treat others with respect at all times.

4. CONSISTENTLY PERFORM TO THEIR POTENTIAL
Continuous improvement and consistent performance are signs of a championship teammate. Regardless of position, he or she puts

forth the required focus and effort to maximize his or her abilities and contribute to the team.

5. HOLD THEMSELVES AND THEIR TEAMMATES ACCOUNTABLE
Championship teammates hold themselves to high standards, adhering to the values and standards the team has set. They also hold

their teammates to these standards, not shying away from providing feedback and correction to enforce team standards of performance
and behavior.

6. PUSH THEIR TEAMMATES TO GET BETTER
As iron sharpens iron, a championship teammate seeks to sharpen the rest of the team. Through competition, encouragement, and

tactful criticism he or she is always looking to challenge teammates to up their games.

7. CELEBRATE THE SUCCESS OF TEAMMATES
Whether on the scoreboard or in the stat sheets, championship teammates are eager to celebrate the successes of their fellow team
members. This selfless enthusiasm propels them to want the best for their teammates (even if it costs them playing time, notoriety, or

position) because it is best for the team. 

8. BRING POSITIVE ENERGY EVERYDAY
A positive attitude is infectious. Championship teammates fuel their teams with optimism, passion, and enthusiasm. Regardless of how
grueling the workout or grim the circumstances, championship teammates keep an open mind and focus on the possibilities for what

the team can accomplish and they spread the spread energy. 

9. HAVE THEIR TEAMMATE’S BACKS
The most successful teams have strong connections and relationships. Championship teammates care about others on the team and
are there for them through the highs and lows. They don’t bash their teammates or gossip about them behind their backs. They stick up

for the teammates and are willing to lend a helping hand whenever a teammate needs it.

10. FIND WAYS TO SERVE THEIR TEAMMATES
Championship teammates are continuously looking for ways to serve their teammates. In true “Golden Rule” fashion they’ll be the first to

do the little things like clean up the locker room, pass out Gatorade, or pack up equipment. It isn’t about them, it’s about the team.


